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NOTE: Ethnicity, nativity & race are used here interchangeably in a loose definition of ethnic group, to include representative individuals.

See also:
-Bibliographies on Blacks, Hispanics, Irish & Japanese-Americans and Ethi...
ARMENIAN


Became US general officer.


CHINESE

Roster shows Neok Ung Hong as member of Co I, 50th PA Emergency Militia, Jul/Aug 1863.

Includes clipping on John Tommy, 70th New York Infantry Regiment, Civil War.

On construction of hospitals, including use of Chinese Labor Battalions 86th, 87th & 88th).


Reference to Chinese soldier in 14th Connecticut in the Civil War.
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ENGLISH


See Chaps. 4 & 11.

See also:

FRENCH


French-speaking 2nd Battalion, 156th Infantry, LA NG.

See Chaps. 5 & 12.

Polignac, Camille. Diary. CWTI Coll, Arch.
Son of French prince, division commander in Confederate Army.

Cajun Coast Guard on patrol, WWII.

GREEK


HUNGARIAN


_____. Papers. Arch.

History of individual Hungarians who served, especially in Civil War.


ITALIAN
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See also:
-Bibliographies on David DeLeon in Biographies and on POWS in the USA in POWS-WWII.

POLISH


Osmanski, Frank A.  Papers.  7 Boxes.  Arch.

Pula, James.  The History of a German-Polish…, cited above.  E493.5.2d.3d.XI.P6.P94.

See also:
-Bibliographies on Kosciuszko and Pulaski in Biographies and the Kosciuszko Squadron in Poland

RUSSIAN

Immigrant became US colonel, WWII.

Samorce, Wellington A.  Memoir.  Arch.
Immigrant became US colonel, WWII.
SCANDINAVIAN


See also:
- 99th Infantry Battalion, WWII (#603-99.1946)

SCOTCH


UKRANIAN


VARIOUS OTHER


Bits on various Asian-Americans.


 Reserve General Officer, first generation son of Lebanese immigrants.

See also:
-Bibliographies on Samoa and KATUSA in Korean War